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'rlie Solar Heating and C:aoling Development PrograYn has a negative schedule
variance	 and no cost variance through the .first quarter, ending;
v0 September 1976,
The schedule variance	 is a result of an unplanned delay in init-
iating the Heating and Cooling Systems .Design and Development tasks,
•	 Honeytivell has delayed initiating Heating/Cooling subsystem activity original-
ly planned to begin in the second month for the following reasons:
• NASA-MSFC strongly urged that ^ ^ review our market posi-
tions with respect to heat pumps, TYie program baseline did
not include deliverable heat pump systems.
• The staggered preliminary desig,'n reviews (October 1976 -
for heating and January 197'7 - .for heating and cooling) would
allow delay of t11e initial design and analysis tasks for the
heating and cooling portion of the program without jeoparc^^ing
the timely completion of the contract. This wou]d limit pro-
gram cast problems if it is determined desirable to redirect
our efforts due to the heat pump system mentioned above.
There are no projected cost or schedule problems predicted at this time
due to the above schedule variance, :tIowever, delay by MSFC in providing
specific site data could delay delivery of heating systems hardware.
A cost replan in the immediate future will take into consideration the current
variance in the forward plan and any program changes resulting from the
heating systems preliminary design review.
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This section dcacribes technical activities duri^,;g K^he first quarter of the
program.
ArI'l^.f^Ac^"lT T() 1'Ii7°; Sz:T,T^;^TI(^1V ^P I^PI,zV'1.^;^AIiI.1F
SXSTI^^.MS
'kTo2le;yWe11's approav:2 to the selection of saTar-he^^^ ing
 
syst^:rns is
illustrated in I+'igur^ 11. ,^rrnarily, the approach consists of two
parallel efforts. iclentifi^?ation of all candidate solar-heating subsystem.
^aompur^ents, anri i<l^,ntification of subsystem constraints or evaluation
criteria, "?'he next step, px•elirz^.inary subsystem selection., is designed
to narrow the' list of candidate subsystem components, using the defined
constraints. It laecoines evident that the major components for system
selection. axe collectui^ typo, storh^;^e medium, artd auxiliary heatinlr
t^iEtliod,
The next step in system selection incorporates subsystem tradr^-offs and
economic trade-offs to further reduce the number of workable and
economically desirable syst^;nis. ".Plie subsystems upon which trade-offs
are examiners are the fa1_lawing;
• collector
• Storage
• Auxiliary energy
• Working fluids
• Supplementary elements such as controls, piping, pumps, etc.
The economic analysis is made using methods which. incorporate life cyclE;
costing techniques to establish the most economical solar system,
';^
a.,
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Figure 11. Sys^cin Sel^cti,oxi I+low Chart
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^»
',^.lYC^ sc^lat^ :,t^v^tc^rit irrt°t't^rt'txtunc^e^ its clt"r^rtt^ttc^ri tr,^t^^ linnc^^r..`el!°^^ 'ta^;^^r"
:^ysten^s .'^ir^atrlatic^n l'rc^hrat^^. 'I'Is^ csc^t^not^xic^ r^t^alysis tec^hnitlttc. l.^; u4t+c!
in ct^n^trnc^tit^,i ^^itlt tl^e sirY^ulation laz^c^rt^trx to optitni^e the. selected
systen^rt fQr° tl^tG cic^si ;^ rzatcd area atiel apl>lic;aticrt^,
SI^T^iS"^'^^'tai^^ C^^1i^'1)II)A`l'L5
ti	 Sul^sysrc:t^^ .ranciid;^tes irturudc; all tltcasn sralax^ tzeatin^ system. c^oniponc^tlt;
that could bc^ ttsc;cl tc^ cic^sil;n tiGatin^ sy:^tetns, ^s^rtdidatct subsystc^t^^ cotn-
ponents ilcr^atific+cl arc; listed in "1'al^ic ^. '^'1^c talale izrciudes a11^ those
subsystex7x c;orY^l^onents ttaar :^Ijpesar tQ tie feasfk^lc c;ati.iidates, Sttl^s,ysretn
candidates are c:atc^;t^rl^ed Ity c;c^llc;ctc^rs, stora^;c^, au^ciliary sk^t^system•,
woz^lting fluids, ad supp'lemc;ntary elements,
C',^N^'Tltr^ 4N"''^ 11^Ji^ I)I^^l^=N l'i3T".l"1:;li^L^1
c,on^;rfi^ait rl,.t s^r^ c^^;w ^:inta.ti.e^r^ r.:^^itchra;^ liavca I.reen Ydcntifrca cl fc^r pu.rposea cif
l^et^t^rrn.in^^ l^r^.ai^xairrtrr^;^^ and dca^aile^a tr^ad.r^^•offs of subsystex^ components.
These include
^r 1Vlodularity -» 5uljsystc;rns com.pattent,s that are oC standard design
atYd sire rl^^t c^^n be put to^etht;r to actxic;ve the ties i red capa}aility.
.l^.n example that meets this c,anstraint r. the flat plate collector
panel, a coinponerit of standard sire ttYar can be conYl^ined lc)
create any desired c:ollc=c^POr area,
^ Scalability -- a sul^sysrF^.n^ c;o^^^ponc:nt of standard desil;n that can
provide a prc^f;res:^iv^x nc:rF.^^^it3c; in capability k7y cl^an^in^, sarzie
of tk^e components of that subsystem. ^n ea:ample of ti^is type
of subsysre^z^ component i.^ the standard borne furnace, the out-
put capal>i.Iity of ti^vliicl^ can lie in c't reas^;d by scaling burners anti
blower motor.
' '	 .^
-^
Table 2, Subsystem Component Candidates
Subsystem	 Component
Collectors	 • Liquid flat plate
• Concentrator:
- Tracking -two planes
- Partial tracking - tracking in one plalic^
- Nontracicing -fixed
• Air heater
'^'hermal Storage Media	 • Water
• Ethylene glycol/water solutf^r^
• Rock pile
• Heat-of-fusion materials
AuxiTi,ary Subsystems
	 • :Fossil fueled forced air furnace
• Fossil fueled hydronic boiler
• Keating only heat pumps
Working Fluids	 • Air
• Water/ ethylene glycol
s Water
• Oil
• Keat transfer fluids
Supplementary ^:'lements 	 • Fans
• Uucts
• Controls
• Piping
Pumps
,_..
^#-:a
• lrrl^ikc^t^tttt^al ^spr^cts ^- trrt;ludes interface of solarhe^,^.zwng
sy:;ten^s t>n ^^ building; {especially coll,e4^tors^, irrtpact on cor^-
strttr^tic^ri anG^l aestl^ietir, qualities
• 1?ucrl 'I' ,ype; ^,vailal y ilty -- ar; g uranccr that local utilities will
pr^ovirie the tyhe ^.nd an^ourtts oC Cuel required
• I^.`eculotYiic tlspceks -- costs oC pt^octtrement, installatiocl,
D	
rtiaintenance and operation
• 1)zvelopnzerit llisl{s -- availability of components within 	
^.
regtrirc^ci time frame - subsystem design maturity
• Maintair^alaility --^ shill, ltnowlcdge and training required to
maintain tiyste:m
• llelial^ility -- confderYCC in assuring continued system operation
over life c;,ycle
• Safety -^ safety of operation and use of system
• Control Ta t^ilc^ y opli^* -^ control of solar heating system Co use
needed energy* directly from collector or storage, Store excess
energy and LrsE^ auxiliary c:ncrgy when required,
YIi,^LIMINFyR,Y SU1^S"S'ST^M C©MZ'C)N^NT S^LLCTI(^N
The preliminary subsysten`t selection is designed to narrow the list of sub-
system candidates for final consideration. i.3y using the constraints ideti-
tified, advantages and disadvantages of each subsystem component are
examined wi.tli respect Lo these constraints, Relative strengths and
weac-nesses are identified and comparzents can be ranlsed with respect to
each other,
- '1...
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It becomes evident that collectors, auxiliary heating, and storage subsystr.nis
are the three moat critical elements of heating system designs, Other
subsystems, such as space heat, dor;iestic hot water and controls, are
easil3^ defined after the selection of these three primary subsystems,
There are three types of collectors which have been considered, liquid
cooled flat plate, concentrators and air heaters. The types of auxiliary
heating subsystems are a fossil fueled or electric forced air furnace, a
fossil fueled or electric hydronic boilder and the third is an c"tectric heat
pump. Storage choices are rock, water and salt. The matrix shown in
Figure 12 defines various system possibilities.
COLLECTOR	 STORAGE	 FURNACE_
FOSSIL FUEL OR
AIR FLAT PLATE	 ROCK	 ELECTRIC FORCED
^,!•^,AIR
^^• ^,• FOSSIL FUEL OR
LIQUID FLAT PLATE ^ — — — — -^ WATER ^`s^-.• -Y ^•:^. rR. ELECTR I C HYDR ON I C
^^ ^ ,. •'^	 ^*^^•' P ^' BOILER
^	 ^t• ; ^
• ^ ^ • • • • • • • • • • } ALTS 1^.;-a r, rr.,-i,ra^ .^ ELECTR IC HEAT PUMPr='	 CONCENTRATOR	 S
Figure 12. Possible System Combinations
Some system combinations were eliminated because of the general mismatch
between subsystems such as air collectors and water storage, Some com-
binations may be possible but development risks at present outweigh
advantages (i, e, , air collectors with salt storage), Other general trade-
offs are listed below far each of the three major subsystem types..
,.:
1
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^ollec^tor typo --
• t^ir and ligt,.ici flat plate collectors are l;nnerally simpler and
ofl'ex•
 loss development risk than concentrator collectors,
• T^i,qui^i flat plates are slightly better than air collectors based
on perforrnanee and development risk criteria,
Storage type --
U	 • Phase rliange storage sy:.` • :7•tc require a significant develop-
anent risk,
• I,,iquid storage is more efficient than rock storage and is
readily available from storage tank manufacturers,
Auxiliary subsystem. type --
• l^'ossil fuel or electric forced air furnaces are the most common
treating source and are easily adapted auxiliary energy subsystems
for solar system applications,
• Beat pumps for solar application require development and some
initial system cost increases,
• vue to the potential shortage ^f gas and oil in various regions,
heat pumps tray be necessary as auxiliary heating units,
The system providing the best match of subsystem components with the
smallest development risk far space heating applications is a liquid cooled
flat plate collector with sensible heat water storage and a gas fired
forced air furnace as the auxiliary heating source, In the event i;hat vas
is not available, heat pumps or electric furnaces may be considered in
conjunction with the solar heating system,
Numerous other workable systems exist for heating applications, further
studies and trade-offs could yield insights into the use of concentrators
or air heater. s along with the associated storage and auxiliary energy
subsystems mentioned above for space heating applications,
,, 
_	
_ ,
BASELINE SYSTEMS
The proposed solar assisted heating systems are two fluid loop
	 ^,
solar collector systems interfacing with conventional fossil fuel
fired furnaces. These proposed system designs may be easily
	
t
sized to fit a wide spectrum of applications, ^+'irst, the collectors
are modular and can be combined in arrays to satisfy site-specific
collector conflgurations. Second, the auxiliary subsystems are
selected from a broad product line of fossil fuel-fired warm. air
furnaces, allowing many choices to fit site-specific requirements.
^"finally, the storage, hot water, transport and control subsystems
are commercially produced items in a broad range of sizes. This
subsystem modularity allows variations in system design to accom-
modate the variable performance requirements that are expected
nationwide.
The proposed solar systems are designed to maximize the amount
of solar energy collected for use and storage. This is accomplished
by:
• A control system that minimizes collector inlet temperatures
(maximizes energy into the building)
• Optimum transfer rate heat exchangers
• Direct collector to space heating by by-passing storage.
• Using high-performance flat plate collectors.
^- 8
--
ja,1
• '^tt^X^ag4 which ^?an he' ^^p^a rated in parallt^l and indcpendentl,Y
fi^oni cc^llcc'tc^r loop
^;y^;lern reli^^.laility and rnaititaizaauilit,y is assured tlir^ugli design.
features wl^icti iti^.^ltulo t;h^, fc^llc^wing:
• ,:'1 ^..lc^sed ec^llc^etUr lc^c^p f^^r fiver ternperatu^^e protection via
a l^tir^;e coil
• ,^ t^ontrol z^ysteTn etnplt^ying simple logic
• ^ ti^ininitian of components in the system
• >Vla ll ifoldirlg external to the collector modules
?Maintenance of space temperature, hetice occupant evmfort, is
assured tlirc^ugh the use of the following components and design
techniques:
• A two-stage thermostat with a min imam differential for
solar operation
• Conventional furnace control of air temperature to the
space
The systems have been designed to minimize contamination of
the potable water supply by the use of:
• A two-fluid loop system that isolates the collector heat
transfer !`laid
• A systeTn in which domestic water pressure is Higher
than system pressures
^^	 ^_	 w ,,^
-----	
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Sin le T'amily I^teSidential IIcating System Desc:ri^tion
The prc^pc^sed system for a single family residential heating system is a
two-fluid-loop, solar assisted, lzydranic-to-warm-air system with solar
assisted domestic water heating, 7'tie system is composed of the
following major components;
• Liquid cooled flat plate collectors
• A water storage tank
• A passive solar fired domestic water preh2ater
• A gas fired hat water heater
• A gas fired warm air furnace with hot water coil unit
• Atube-and-shell heat exchanger, three pumps and associated
pipes and valuing
• A control system
• An air-cooled heat purge unit
A schematic of the system configuration is shown in Figure 13,
The solar collectors supply heat to the furnace through the hot water coil
in the furnace return air section and to the storage both through the tube-
and-shell heat exchanger in the collector loop, heat is withdrawn from
storage to the hot water coil in the furnace when energy from the collectors
is not available, Domestic hot water heating is supplied from storage by
the passive heating system in the storage tank. Auxiliary heat is supplied
by the gas fired section of the warm air furnace and domestic water
heating is tempered by the gas fired hot water heater, The system operates
	 a
on a priority load basis, providing energy to the space heating load when-
ever the solar collectors have adequate energy available and the load
demands heat. If the space heating load is not demanding energy, the
solar collectors can provide energy to the storage tank and hence to the
domestic hot water pre heater, The storage tank can supply energy to the
space heating load and to the domestic hot water system if the solar
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c^allectors do not have adequate energy available, In the case of high
solar availability and iio energy demand from space heating, domestic
trot water, or storage load, a purge coil has boon provided to dissipate
th^^ excess eciergy,
Multifamily Residential Heating System Description
	 G
The proposed system for a multifamily residential dwelling is a two-fluid-
loop primary-secondary circulation system. for hydronic-to-warm-air
heating with solar assisted domestic water heating, The system will pro-
vide heat for 12, apartments through individual gas fired furnaces with hot
tivater coils in the return air system, and domestic water to the apartments
through a central domestic water heating system, The system has the
following major components;
• Liquid cooled flat plate collectors
• A water storage tank for sensikale heat storage
• An artive solar fired domestic water preheater
• Three gas fired. water heaters
• Twelve gas fired warm air furnaces with hot water coil unit
• Atube-and-shell heat exchanger, two main circulating
pumps, 12 secondary pumps, 1 hot water pump and associated
pipes and valving
• Control system
• An air-cooled heat purge unit	 a
A schematic of the system configuration is shown in Figure 14.
The solar collectors supply heat to the apartment units through the hot
water coils in each furnace. The gas fired domestic water heaters are
connected in parallel to provide the capacity requirements of the RFP,
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`l'lYC systerix is similar to the single family r^esider^ce heating' systom only
in that both have pressurized collector loops isolated Exam the non»
pressurised water loop through atuna-anti-shell heat r^xchangez^, Ir1
addition, the multifamily residence system has a series of secondary
pumping loops to each multifamily unit. These secondary loops provide
for independent supply of solar lxeated water wi.tliout the expenditure of
excessive pumping power requirements. The control system is an expanded
version of the single farx^,ily system,
C;omtnercial Applications Ileating System llescription
S
Tl1e proposed system Cor commercial k^^ailding heating is a twa-fluid-loop,
primary-secondary circulation system for !°rydronic - to -warm-air heating
with solar assisted domestic water heating, Tlxe system will provide space
heating through gas fired rooftop heating furnaces, and domestic water
heating through a solar heated preheater and gas fired water heater, The
system is composed of the following major compotzents;
• I^iquid cooled flat plate collectors
• A water storage tanl^ for sensible heat. storage
• An active solar fired domestic water preheater
• A gas fired water heater
• Gas fired, rooftop mounted furnaces with hot water coil units
• A tube-and-shell heat exchanger, two main pumps and. Four
secondary pumps and associated pipes and valves
• A control system
• An air cooled heat purge unit
A schematic of the proposed system configuration is shown in fig-
ure 15,	 The system is similar in operation to the residential and
multifamily systems and will provide for four pones of heating with. opera-
tion of each zone similar to the residential system or to the multifamily
heating system,
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^ n^ethpdcalogv fear a cQrripar^is^an of s pla y -assisted i^eating s4vstem
concepts taas iaeen established, T}ie mctliod plc^gy or approach allows
a ccan^plete examinaticatY of the s pla y system and subsystem candidates.
in order to assure that the solar systems development results in prcr-
ducts that meet the recitire:^^ents, the s +udies included variations In
lee ,v parameters that influence solar Beating systems costa and perform-
ance.. A systems simulation program was used to study ttYe solar sys-
tetns coast and^or performance variation. as a result of a variation in
the kry parameters.
'i`he system tradeoff meti^^odoiogy is shown schematically in Figure
1G.
C`riterla
The critez^ia for selection of a solar system configuration will be the
following.
• 1'viinimum annual. cost per million Btu solar energy provided
• System safety
• Development risk
• Architectural considerations
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l^.tramc:ters and Assumptions
._._,.,.
Ttie prediction of the performairce and economics of a sr,lar heating
system is based on a simulation analysis using observed weatkier and
solar data generated from cloud cover. The actual system is simulated
by a digital computer cafe on an hour-by-hour basis.
Since specific government selected silos were not available prior to
the heating systems preliminary design review, Minneapolis was selected
as a site for tree systems, A description of the basic parameters and
assumptions used in the trade-off studies follows,
i e -- Minneapolis was selected as the site for the tradeoff studies for
hating sys±ems. Niiri^ieapolis is located at 44.7 degrees north latitude a,nd
93 degrees longitude.
The mean daily total solar radiation for Minneapolis is approxirriately ^34a5
Langleys, This value varies from about 125 Langleys in December to
about 560 Langleys in June, The contoured charts of solar radiation are
shown i,n Figures 17 and 18,	 These data were taken from the
Climatic Atlas of the United States published in 1968 by National Climatic
Center, Asheville, North Carolina, The national charts showing mean
percentage of sunshine and total hours of s^anshine are presented in
Figures 19 and 20„ An interpolation of these charts shows that
Minneapolis Yia;^ capp.roxirnately 2550 hours of sunshine annually, or approxi-
mate).y 55 percent of the possible sunshine.
The average annual degree days for Minneapolis is 8382, (Reference
ASHRAE Systems Handbook, Chapter 43,4), The average heating season
temperature, October to April, is approximately 28 T^', The monthly
average degree days iri shown in Table 3.
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TIeatzn^tiystorn Iaasi^n C''onditiori^ -^^ The heating system design conditions
arcf
 I^atic^ci on the rcquir c^zzzents outlined in Interim I^'erformance Criteria for
Solar Ilc^^tfng ^zid ('c^r7zt^irred XiGatrrg and fooling Systonls acid .I^wcllings
(T1'C').
hisieie I3c^si^m ^"onditions ^ Winter -- The heating plant. capacity will be based
ari tli^^ niaxirnttr^ instantaneous block boat loss at outside winter design when
cZlr.ttlatc^d for an inside teznperatiire of 70 d F dry bulb, and the selected
relative ht^^midity for the project if applicable,
C^ul^side I)esi n C^onditians ^^ The design will be based an weather data given
in the latest issue of the applicable ASIIRA^ Guide, The heating load will be
designed an the basis of the coincident wind velocity and the 97 1/2 percent
calzimn, Tlzese conditions for ii^linneapalis are;
Winter; -10^F (97 ^. /2°'o column)
I^'ar reference, tkie medium of annual extremes for Minneapolis i.s -^19 0.^.
Tiuildin^_TTeatin^ Loads -- The building heating loads are based. on the ASkZRAL
standard 90-75, Since no specific buildings or sites have been identified,
typical siz^;s have been used far calculating the energy demands for heating a
single family and multifamily residence and a small commercial building,
Single I^'amil^,Residence -- The single family residence was assumed to be a
single story, 1500 ft 2 , rectangular building (25 x 60 ft), facing south. The
"U" values far the wails and ceiling were taken from ASHRAE standard J0^75.
r'or Minneapolis with 8382 degree days, Figure 21 sl^zows for a type "A" build-
,	 ing, the "l7" value is 0. 185 situ/hr - ft 2 °F, (Reference AS1iRAE 90-75 para-
graph 4, 3, 2, 2, )
The overall thermal transmission conductance is tree combination of heat flow
through the walls and ceiling.
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TYPE A BUILDINGS INCLUDE;
A 1: DETACHED ONE FAM ILY DWELL I NG
A2: MULTI-FAMILY DWELLING
A2
Al
4 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10 11 12
HEATING DEGREE DAYS
^lTHOUSANDS)
o Walls -Type "A" Buildings
. __..
__^.__
^,.
^l";:'7
t^WA^^.I,,	 0. ^, i3 5
.	 1r'^T^J'P ,w Q, 185 (170} (i3) ^ 1x00 (0.04} = 311. ^ situ/lir°r'
This value includes tiie transmission through any doorw and windows included
in the outside walls.
'i'It^: infiltration tht`allgh craeka and seGtns was assumed to be . 75
air changes per hour. 14x14 a 1500 ft2 house With an 8 ft, ceiling
this is J000 ft3 jhl` of outside air which Iles ^a ue heated.
I^"or itxfiltratic^tz rte ^ mC'p ^J000 (.24) (.075}
162 I3tu/h r ^'
'I'he fatal "LEA" including transmission and infiltration is:
t1E1TpTAI, ^ 1G2 -^ 311 A 473 ^3tujhr ^'
'I"11e design t©ad for the single £amity residence i.s:
r
= UA ( ^ItCJUA^I - TAMEiILNT
R ° 473 (70 - (-10?) = 37840 I3tu/hr
C)ur internal load was assumed t;o .^.ccatint fnr people and lights,
This load schedule was:
8 a. m, - 8 p. m. -- 2550 Btu/hr
8 p, in, - 8 a. m.	 -- 1350 I3tujhr
i
!^
.e_.	 _ a.	 _.^^,. ^., __ .	 _	 ^N._
^	
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MultifainilY. Residence -- The multifamily residence was assumed to be a
12 unit, two story, 15, X00 ft2 , rectanguXar building (?0 x 105 ft), facing
south. Bach unit would contain 1250 ft 2 , The "US values for the wa^.ls and
ceiling were taken from Figure 21 and paragraphs 4, 3, 2.2, of ASHRAE
90 -75,
UWALL " .23
U CBILING ` ' 04
The overall transmission is calculated as;
UA TOTAL ' ' 23 (350) + . 04 (7350)
= 1582 Btu/hr F
The infiltration, as with the single family residence, was assumed
to be 0.75 changes per hours, ar 90000 ft3^'hr.
UA INFILTRATION ` 90000 (.075) (.29) = 1620 Btu/hr F
UA TOTAL - i620 + 1582 = 3202 Btu/hr.
An internal load schedule was assumed.
8 a, m. - 8 p. m. -- 25500 Btu/hr
8 P, m. - 8 a, m. -- x.3500 Btu/hr
These internal loads are the same as was included in RFP^404.
- --
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C:ommei^cial lluildirig -- The commercial building was ^ 3w500 ft 2 single story,
recfangtilar (100-325 ft 2 )building, This is identical to the building size sped-
fied in 1tPI'-404. The building loads are different f^.^om l^^'P-404 and were
calculated from ^1^llliA^ JO-75.
The "U" value for the commercial building was taken from Figure 22. li^or
a building under three stories and 8382 degree days in Minneapolis, the "L1"
value is 0.23 Btu/I°Ir, ft 2l+'. The ceiling "U" value is 0, X16 Btu/i^r, ft 2F as
shown in I^'igure 23 for 8382 degree days. The combined transmission con-
ductance is calculated fora 10 foot high wall as
U a^T:.^as >
r^.ssion " ^ 23 (850)(10) + , OG (32500)
3905 13tu/Iix, F
The ^nf^,^•.^:• ^,k . ^ lQ>a^i was assurr,ed to be the same as specified in
	
13I+'P- ' >° :r.r•  ::.•, , efm or UA	 r 243 Btu /IIr, ^'Infiltration
The ventiiaLaon schedule was also talcen from RF'P-404,
270000 ft 3 /Ilr, (UA-4860)	 8AM - ? PM
U
	
?PM-8AM
The internal load schedule for people and lights was:
Lights • 213180 Bku/Iir,	 8AM - 7 PM
	
106590"	 "	 7PM^8AM
People • 60000 "	 "	 8AM - ? PM
0	 "	 "	 ?PM^8AM
The total "UA" coefficient is'
i	 UATotal = UATrans + UAVent ^ UA'Infil
	
= 3905	 + 243	 + 4860
= 9008 Btu /2Ir, F $ AM - 7 PM
= 4148 Btu I I3r, F 7 PM - 8AM
-.	
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Figure 22. Uo Walls ^ Keating Type "B" Building
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Figure 23. Uo
 -- N.oafs and Ceilings Type "S3" Buildings
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nUmestic I^sat'W'zter •- The do}mestic hot water schedule. for the thret^ types
of building is z^hown t^elnw graphically in ^'igttres 2^, 23, and 2G,
Time ^,al (SIB')
.__,
(gal {MIS')
_.^
? am 50, ^ 630
10 am 9 , 8 1.22,
1 pm J , ^ 122. ^
pin 9,t3 122,4
10 pn^ 12, 1 138.4
100.7 1258,
Cam:rnercal building: 115 GBH 8 am - 7 pm
OWri'I^ 7pm^8am
The enemy rt:quirernents tc^ heat ttie domestic hot water were calculated with
the following assumptions (reference TPC),
delivery temperature = 140 ^'
supply temperature	 = well water temperature
The well water temperature for Minneapolis varies Pram 39 ^' tc 57 ^' between
summer and winter, (Reference NT3SLD Computer Program For heating
and Cooling Loads in :i^uildings, NI3S1R 74 -574, T, Kusuda, November, 1974),
{
'`^ ^	 ^,	 }^J.. ^. ,^	
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Figure 24. Assumed Use Profile for Domestic Hot
Water -Single Family Residence
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'	 Figure 25., Assumed Use Profile for Domestic Hot
i	 Water -Multifamily Residence
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Figure 26. A&sumed Use ^`rofile for Domestic Hot
Water ^ Commercial Building
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Wc^ai:her l41`odc^i ^- Tlie lollowz^^ hourly rcctzrclGd riaRt.^t i^ tukcn frc^in wc^athc^r
ttxzes provided by tiu^ National C,li^natic ^c^^ntc^x', As11^411^, N, C:, (Rr.fez'c^nrc*
Airways TD1^'-1.^1, ^ltrfszco f^bsorvations M^^nuai, Disc>cto^ 1Vat^c^nz1 f^lizalatic
^c^zitc^r, ^+'c^drz'al 13uiidin^, Ashevixle, N`. ^. , 2^^^1),
• i)z',y 13u1b 'l'eiizpc^raturc;
•	 1)^^v Point Tc:zi^lac^t'atttz'c;
• ^^'t^t Bulb 'l'eznperai^ure
• 4Vititl Speed
• 13arotnetric> 1^ressure
• '.Cotal aloud C^'ovez'
• '1' Srpc^ of ^' ioud
s ^ccttx't'ctic^e of LVek l'-recil^itatiUn
• C^r.rurretzce of 1Jz:'y ,t'rcripitaliori
Z^ lat ]:'late collector Model -- The flat plate model. is based on a tilted flat
plate facing south. Altliou^li the model zllows both the tilt and direction to be
specified, tlicy are held constant for any one simulation run, Tlic amount of
energy collected is expressed by;
^^out - IilG^inr. ` IL2^Titi - l)b)
where;
zinc	 ° AznoutiL of solar radiation incident on Lhe collector surface
'I'itl	
^ Tcazlzperature oP input fluid
1)^^	 =Dry bulb tempez^ature
l^. l , I^.^ = constants far proposed. Lennox collector
,.
^.m..ra+► . Y.,,h. ^:Ce +:iii-^FM4F^-^.	 g	 ^.
w.^e.^.
.^• .... :. aF'	 a "`':..._.	 ^..ay. f.s_'.	 L'a^.^i	 see."` ..,,.:: a-...	 _. ^n
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l''or 2 cov<^r collector:
I^	 = ,74
1^2	= . 6	 ^^ ^
For 1 cover collector
ls,.l
	= . Z3
1^2	= . 6 8
Story
 e -- Energy storage is accomplished through the sensible rise in tem-
perature of a tank. filled with water, For the purposes of our analysis, an
insulated cylindrical steel tank with specified length and diameter was
assumed, Energy supplied to the tank was assumed to be evenly distributed
to all segments,
Two typE.s of insulation for reducing heat loss from the tank were con-
°	 sidered -fiberglass and urethane. The thermal conductivity of these
materials are;
k (fiberglass) _ . 26 Btu- in/HR ft2F
lc (urethane) _ , 13 Btu-in/HR ft2F
___w:
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1^Jcotxoznic ^tudie^s -^ ^ computer subrou^;ine is being used to make economic
comparisons Uetween alternate sy^stezns and suUsystems, The economic evalu-
ations arc, based on azziival cost requirement, The methodology for calculation
of thc^ annual cost requirernet^t is based on formulas derived by Grant and
xrc^sonl
 and Rosalie '^', ltttegg2,
^'igttre 27 is a diagram summarizing the procedure, TITe output is t1Te annual
revenue x•equircment and is the average dollar amount that would be required
each year to cover tiTC; cost of operating and paying for the solar system,
'I'he basic inputs needed far the procedure are as Follows;
• SYSt4'tTl CUSt
• ^lnnuzl hours of equipment operation (i. e. pumps and fans)
• 1{^nergy detnznd for the building
N[aintenance and mayor repl-^,cement costs
• i:^:ciergy Costs
e 1Snc:rgy escalation ratEs
• C`ost of money
Iiuel costs are shown separately because it is expected that electricity
d	 will escalate at a different rate than natural gas or oil. Also mainten-
atice costs are separate since the timing of maintenance may not r^
demanded at a constant rate whereas t1Te operating costs will be constant.
1 Eugene T^. Grant and W^ Grant Ireson, Principles of Engineering Econ-
omy, k^otiald 1='.rPSS Company, New x"orlc, 1964.
2 R. T. Ruegg, "Solar Beating and CaolitTg in Buildings ; Methods of
Economic Evaluation", 1V.BSI1^, 75-712.
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`.i'hc^ systcszn operating costs, including fuel and equipment operating, are
Urc^ttglit to an equivalent basis frJr oomparison purposLS by computing tiie
p t'^'sc^nt value, The fU t^nula far tlxis is:
•	 Y ^' ^	 1^1,,;)za
vv}tore i = interc^:^t rate c>r^ cast cif money and n = number of interest
periods rJr years. '1'he interest rate selected for tiie study was 7°'0.
"1'he ecc^nomie subroutine in the computer simulation allows for• ir^-
serting various interest rates for study purposes.
`i'iie annual cost reciuired by the homeowner to pay for the system
as well as the opers:titig and energy casts is predicated by summing
the present value of fool and operating costs over the life of the
system, adding the s,ystetn first cost and #iten reducing this amount
to a uniform payment by the capital recovery factor formula.
(1 + i) t^ - 1
:C^'or a 20 year interest period and 7°lo interest, the capital recovery
factor is 0 , 0 ^J43 0 .
Tlae maintenance costs have been neglected. Also not included are
allotivances for increases in property tax, increases in insurance,
or other factors which might increase or decrease payments, Sal-
vage value of equipment at the end of the amortization. period was
not considered.
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Cost of l^;ner^v -- The cost of natural gas, oil and electricity for Minneapolis
for 1J7G wore based on current rate schedules recently obtained from
Northerx^ States 1'owor Company, Minneapolis Cas Company and Mobile (?il
Comps.ny, Tl^aese current rates c.re as follows;
Natural gas (1000 13tu/ft3)
f t `;	 $
0 - 300	 2, ^k603
300 - 3700	 1,97Q0/1000 ^t3
3"r00 - 2G000	 1, 55J0/1000 ft3
26000 -	 1, 50f?O11 p 00 ft3
(ail (14000 13tu/gal)
No. ?	 , 333 /gal,
I^^lectricity
I^ fixed charge per month - 2, 50
First 500 IiWI^i per I^WTI - , 0353
Next 500 l^,Wll per T^,WI-I , 030^J
I+'or excess per I^WIi , O1J0
Projected Cost of Fner -- There appears to be many scenarios fo,r the
escalation o.f energy in the future, While future availability problems are
speculative, the critical nature of energy use in to days society will obviously
result in incr^:ased fuel costs, Energy costs, unless regulated nationally,
will escalate at different rates for each geographical area,
^°
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The c^5ralation ralt^;^ a55uined az^e the rates presented. at the l^1ASA
contr•a^;tors meeting of 3 August 1J7G. (Deference A, I), Little, "Base
p rices and 1.+orecast", April, 1J74),
r---
^ Etlergy
Year
Date1976 200p
Elect ricity 1 1, 4 (1.014)	 4 = 1, 4
C^as 1 2, 72 (1, 043) 24 = 2, 72
(Jil 1 1, 68 (1, 022) 24 = 1, 68
Example of Economic Procedure -- The following example shows the economics
procedure for a solar assisted 1500 ft2 reai.denco in Minneapolis• I'or present
day energy costs (1076) and energy demands based on ASHRAE standard 90-75,
the following yearly demands and prices are predicted:
Heating demand	 106.6 MBtu
Solar supplied to heating	 45 , 4 MBtu
Electric demand (pumps)	 23`8 KWH
Mot water demand	 3,4 MBtu
Solar supplied to hot water	 2, 1 MBtu
k°'uel cost	 $ 2, 5 /MBtu
Electric cost	 $10, 43 /MBtu
Assuming electricity escaa.ates at 1, 4% per ysar and natural gas at 4, 3%
per year, the total energy costs over the next 2Q years come to $ 6572.49
which represents a present value of $ 3462, 54 at an interest rate of 7%.
In other words, $3462, 54 invested at 7% interest would generate enough
money over the next 20 years to meet all the energy costs as they occur,
s'•
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SxMUI^ATIC^N I)l^;S^RIPTIC)N
Honeywell has developed a general purpose computer prcigram (S^'NSIM)
for use itt closed. loop solar system simulation. This computer program
has been adapted for use in the design and evaluation of the solar treating
and coolini; demonstration systems,
Comp©Went relationships and loop constraints are used in the SLJNSIM
computer program to model multiple loop solar systems as sets of noct-
linear differential equations. The differential equation may be integrated
forward in time to determine fuel savings or linearized numerically for
stability analysis using a fully automated modern control software packagE^,
The ^;losed loop si'rrlulaton structure, illustrated in Figure 28 consists
of three trey functional blocks;
o AMAIN program which inputs data, controls the integration
and linearization of the differential equations, samples
the output and generates report quality output plots and tables.
r► A first order Adams-Bashforth integration STEP routine
which updates state variables based on current and past
values of the derivatives,
o A DE13IVative routine which contains the differential
equations used to model the system,
A derivative subroutine contains deterministic functions of time such as
the diffuse and direct components of solar radiation on cloudy days and
hourly weather data available for over 300 weather stations in the United
States, Two different models may be used to compute the diffuse and
direct components of solar radiation,
I'
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suBFtqurlrJE STEP
I	 co^^►1PUr^
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I	 X • riY,,T!	 I
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^	 II	 INTr.cRnTE
x•x *j I: ^T I
I	 I
I	 ^
I	 SAVE BACK
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I	 II
^ _ RETURN ^ ...1
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	 ^
• SUN	 I
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Figure 28, Closed-Loop Solar System Simulation Structure
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^ An A5IIl3AT^^ i^roceclurc based on weatEarr data provided ley
the National ^'lia^iatic Center and a cloud coven radatiari
mQClel ciue to i^"itnura and St^ptienson,
• Actual mcasurcnients of total, radiation on a kbprixrantal
surface with an analytical estimate of diffuse and direct
components based on a IJiu•-Jordan c^rrrelatican, The
radiation data is provided are tapes by the LTnivPrsity of
Wisconsin,
In addition, the I^TRI^'ative subroutine contains performance models fpr
solar and conventional system component's commonly used in shallow
solar ponds, flat plate, X^ resnel and trough concentrator systems, 7.'iie
S.iiliilixtit'iit is ^`it^idtiii^.^ ix 5t^uctucc ,end 4i+'Lil do^uii3elrited t6 rlliTlini7^:^
modeling time required for the different types of systems,
Figure 2^
	 illustrates four modes of the solar IiVAC system
being considered for residential space heating and hat water, These ar^^o
o Mode 1 -- no solar, auxiliary when needed, hat water
from storage when available.
o Mode 2 -- space heating in the direct mode and hot
water heating..
o Mode 3 -•• space heating from storage and hot water heating.
o Mode 4 -- storage charging and heating .hot water,
s
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^. first arcler n^adel of tkris system tree begin eanstx^trcted far use ire
e`t^nrptrtin^ an ►^ual fuel savings ir: support of system ckc^sigr. trarkes, 'i`tre
c#1'fec;t can atttnral system pert`armanee of all tr^a^ar design varia"ales
ir,^°lading finite kaeat exckrangers, pumping power, distritrutian ^vstrnr
siring c.rrd insulation, storage tank valttrnc and tnsulakian, leap flaw
rates and c^allectar n^.atifalding carifigtrratic^ns can tit; readily evaluated
witty this sirnulatian,
Irr $kris simulation, relatively trigtt frequency tx•ansieciks assQCiated with
the collector leap tkrermal capacitance are; neglected, l^,s a result, err
iterative procedure is required at every integration step to determine ttrc
c^allector leap temperatures in order to sa tisfy an energy balance can st rairat.
an tkre differential equations,
Sirnttlation of space treating systems and industrial process heat systems
tr^.ve alwa l^ecn conducted using ttre SUNSZM computer program in whictr
ttre effects of collecta^` leap tkiermal capacitance an system dynamics and
perfarrr..ance were considered, T'hPse simul^,Lions required integration
steps ranging from 30 seconds to G minutes and are primarily used for.
stability analysis and the investigation of short pex`iod effects such as
limiC cycle frequencies and amplitudes,
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R1Si^I,TS
.E^erf^^t• r ►jan^^o and e^;c^nQn^fc sirr^ulatiQns of tha select^^] p olar at^aistr:cl
heating system was performed for a;rstems for single family residences,
multifamily t'esiClenoes anck ^on^mercial buildings, The trade-off
studies began with a "ste,nc3arcl" system and various parameters were
varied separately to d^etc;rtnitte their effect on system perfox^rnance and
cconottties, Ttte effects of these parameter variations have been studied
only for Minneapolis and the magnitude of the effects would 1^e c3iff^crent
for diffex• etit 1pcalites.
Single ^+amily I7osidoncc: ^^1+'Tt)
The basin solar system modelled in the digital simulation program is
shown 5chetna(ieally in Drawing iii{140U^J4 consists of a eoll^cto;r array
with piping tieaaers on both sides of the collectors fur inlet and outlet of
the collector fluid, a collector with 2 glass covers and a single storage
tantc filled with. water fo1 sensible heat storage, The most important
variakle which greatly effects both performance and economics is the
collector ar. ea,
"T'tie collector area for the ST'1^ was varied from 180 ft^ to 756 ft2,
Figure 30	 shows the percent of scalar er p rgy supplied to a ST'T^
varies from about 21 percent for is0 ft 2
 of col,iector area to about 45 per-
cent fora ?56 ft 2
 system, These predictions were made fora ,system
with a 1000 gallon storage tank, From this curve, it is not obvious
what size system to install since the percent of energy increases as the
system collector area increases.
^,°^
^-^s
An analysis of the ecoilon^^.
	 ^ the systerri by the method described
earlier shown that a minixnum east 'per mullion Btu ► s of solar
energy provided is realized witri a solar system with approximately
5^#0 ft 2
 of collector, Ttzis is shown in Figure 3x, The minimum
cost per million Btu's provided is appraxi,rnately $34/MBtu,
Collector tilt is important, Figure 32 shows that 55° is optimum
which corresponds closely to the rule of thumb of latitude plus 10 o for
heating systems, The performance is within 1 percent of maximum over
the range of ^5° to 65°, The economies of the system operation for
various collector tilt angles is pres^anted in Figure 33. The opt^lmum
tilt angle is 55 o
 as was shown in the performance curve (Figure 32 ^,
The performance of the system with the collector array fs.cing away from
south was not simulated, It is well known that the optimum system perfor-
mance is achieved with collectors facing due south, Previous calculations
have shown that variations of 30o
 east or west reduce performance about
3 percent,
The performance of a 54Q ft 2 solar system with different size storage
tanks is shown in Figure 31^. The percent of solar energy supplied
to the load varies from aboixt 23, 5 percent fora 125 gallon tank to approxi-
mately 42 percent fora 150D gallon tank, The optimum size storage tank
is more obvious from curves shown in Figure 35. An analysis of
the figure shows that the cost per million Btu's provided decreases
rapidly to about 600 gallons anal they decreases more gradual up to 1500	 ,
gallons, This is approximately 1, it to 2.5 gallons per square foot of
collector. A 1000 gallon storage tank was selected as the preferred size.
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Figure 31. Dollars per Million BTUs of Solar lJnergy
Versus Collector Area -Single Family Residence
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'1'lle hea! loss froth the storage; tank was investigated. Figure 3fi
shows that For a storage tank iJA of 9, 44 (4 inches of fiberglass), the
system would pravi,de about 2 percent less over the year than if no heat
was lost from storage, If the storage tanit is located inside the building,
tli^; Beat loss would decrease the btilding heat load and the net effect
would be the same as a perfectly insulated storage tatil^,
The baseline solar systems described at the beginning of this section have
two heat exchangers between the solar collectors and the building air,
Figure 37 shows that the performance of the: solar system varies approxi-
mately 2 percent for a range of heat exchanger heat transfer effectiveness.
A method to cut the cost of solar energy systems is to reduce the piping
and solar collector header costs, This can be accomplished by mounl:ing
two flat plate collectors in series, The exit flow of one collector enters
the second collector directly, Fluid exiting from the second collector
then goes into the piping header, The disadvantage of this arrangement
is that Lhe performance of the second collector in series is degraded
becay.se the fluid inlet temperature is higher, The performance of solar
system with the collectors arranged in series is only degraded by a fraction
of a percent,
The solar collector can be configured with one cover, This results in
the performance equation of the cohector having a greater 	 a T	 but
also a larger heat loss, UL , The perfo,rrYtance effect of one cover collector
versus a two cover collector is presented in Figure 38, The figure
shows that the one cover collector provides approximately 2 percent
more energy over the Year, Figure 39 presents the cost per million
Btu^s versus the number of collector covers. This figure shows that the
overall cost is reduced for the one cover collector,
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1^ItaltRfatxxil,y E,c^;ic^c^nrc; (Mi'tt?
',the ►tiasi^^ ^^ol.^kr sy:^teni txtc^dell^^^i itx the ali^;ital simula^tiatx prograxYx is
shown s^^h^^tnatically its drawing Sh.140^^t;^,:;''Z'hE, rt;;^ttlts of tlxt7 trade•
oF1' fax' th y; tih'll ware used so that nol all vnriables naedect to be studied,
Since collector area is th y; most il7xporlant ^^ari^al;^le, it was ^^ptixnized,
1^ igu.ro 40	 sixows tIYO scxlax^ cost as a fun^y tiorx c)C c:ollector area,
Ttie tnitxixxninx cost systenx consists of ,3780 scivare feat of collector
or 210 r.olluctor x7xc^dules,
f;or^xxuercial I3uildixi (^_ CSI)
The baseline solar sy,3texn model simulated in tlxe digital computeY^ code
is sh^xwn ire lax~awing Sly 140005^^ As in the multifatxxily system, the
r,ollector a^^ea wa, optimized, Tt1e performance of I:lze system was pre-
dicte^l for collector areas of 2484 ft 2 to 11250 ft 2 , Thc^ pc^rcc^ntage of
solar energ3T supplied to the iuilding varies fx •oxn 3G percent to 74
percent for the cases studied, l^^igtxre 41 	 slxows ttxe solar cost	 as
a function of collector area for the comxnex^cial building, A minimum
c^,^st per mi.11iotx Btu's supplied ocetirs at a collector area of 5500 ft2,
^ti These T7rawings SK 140095 and SK 14009b are not included in Lixis
4
	 report. For infoxmaL•ion and drawings contact Honeywell-13nergy
Resources Center, 2b00 Ridgway Parlcway, Minneapolis, Minnesoto
55413.
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figure 41. Dollars per Million BTUs of Solar Energy Versus
Collector Area - Commercial Building
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'1'Iie rec^Qtxzmeticlod solar assisted heating system for a single
f^^.tixil,y residetico is a ltydronic-to-warm air system with dQrnostic
licit water preheat. `11te: systotii consists of the following major
components:
• 540 square foot flat plate collectors (l cover)
• C'olloctors assembled in series-parallel network
• 1000 gallons storage (water)
• Warm air furnace with hot water coil unit
'1'l^e perfar^.3ne+n of this system For a
 ?`Zinneapolis 1500 ft 2
 house
is shown in 1''ii'c^res 42	 and 43.	 The space heating load for
atypical year i:y
 106. 6 x 10 6
 I3tu of which 45. 4 x 10 6 Btu or 42
percent is sui^plied by solar enerF;y. The yearly service hot water
load is 3.4 x 1.0 6 l^tu of which 2 x lU 6
 13tu or GO pereent is supplied
b,v solar.
TI1e operation of the pumps. and furnace fan fc^r the system consume
2358 .IsWFI electricity. The auxiliary fuel cast for a gas furnace is
$153.
This system is applicable to new construction as well as retrofit
buildings.
As an alternate, an oil furnace co^ild be installed as an auxiliary.
The cost of its operation, based on 40^/gallon oil prices would
be approximately $218 per year, If an electric resistance furnace
is installed, the auxiliary Fuel costs per year would be about .$638
based on $.0356/KWH.
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Multifamily Residence
The recommended solar assistecX heating system for a multifamily
residence is a hycronic-ta^warm air system with domestic hot water
preheat, The system cahsists of the following major components
0 37$0 square feet flat plate collectors (1 cover)
o Collectors assembled in series parallel network
o Water storage (1, 5 gallons ^ ft c)
o Warrn air furnace with hot water coil unit
The performance of this system for a Minneapolis multifamily residence
is shown in Figures ^^ and 45,	 Tlie space heating load for a typical
year is 721.0 x 10 6 13tu of which 339, x 10^ T3tu or 47 percent is supplied
by solar energy, The yearly service hot water load is 38, :. ? 0 6 Btu of
C
which 23 , x 10" Btu or 60 percent is supplied by solar,
The operation of the pumps and furnace fan for the system consume
29362 KWII electricity, The auxiliary fuel cost for a gas furnace is
$955 per year.,
The system is applicable to new construction as well as retrofit buildings.
As an alternate, an oil furnace could be installed as an auxiliary, The
cost of its operation, based on ^k0¢ /gallon oil prices, would be approximately
'	 $1364 per year, If an electric resistance furnace is installed, the auxiliary
fuel costs per year would be about $3989, based on $,0356^KWH,
A heat pump could also be used to supply the auxiliary energy, Assuming
the air-to-air heat pump has a seasonal performance factor of 2, 5, the
auxiliary energy costs for heating would be $1595 per year,
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]^ figure ^4, Space Heating fc^r a Multfarza.ily l^,esidc}nce
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Figure 45. Aomestic Hot Water for a Multifamily Residence
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f.;omrnercial Building
Tk^e recommended solar assisted heating system. for a commercial
k)tlllding is a hydronic-to-warns air system with domestic hat water
preheat, The syste_n consists of the following major components:
o X500 square feet flat plate collectors (1 cover)
o Collectors assembled in series parallel network
o Water storage (1, .^ gal I ft^ )
^o Warm air furnace with. hot water coil unit
The performance of this system for a commercial building in Minneapolis
is shown in Figures 46 and 47• The space heating load fora
	 ^'
typical year is 438.0 x 10 6
 Btu of which 352, x 10 6 Btu or t 8n ^a•^^r^•,r;t
,;,
is supplied by solar energy, The yearly service hot water ^:^iad is
	 ^''`
46 , 3 x 10 6
 Btu of which 41, 9 x 106
 Btu or 90 percent is supplied by ^^ ^^1 ra`>^,	 , , a "• n. '
&?'	 it ^._q_	
b^ b a,•, ate. .fir
^( `•	 '..
The operation of the pumps and furnace fan for the. system consume
22007 F^WH electricity, The auxiliary fuel cost for a gas boiler is
$215,
''his system is applicable to new construction as well as retrofit buildings.
As an alternate, an oil furnace could be installed as an auxiliary. The
cost of its operation, based on 40^/gallon oil prices, would be approximately
$307 per year. If an electric resistance furnace is installed, the auxiliary
fuel costs per year would be about $899 based on $, 0356IKWH,
r
A heat pump could also be used to supply the auxiliary energy, Assuming
Lhe air-to-air heat pump has a seasonal performance factor of 2.5, the
auxiliary energy costs for heating would be $360 per year.
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Figure 46. Space Healing far, a Commercial 1.3u^.lding
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Figure 47. Domestic Hot Water for a Commercial F3uilding
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I)l+7SICrN ANI) I^E^'ELO,1'IVtENT APPI^,OACI°IES
Iioneywell's approach. is to effectively sequence and combine technical
et'forts to provide the most cost effective prototype system within the
schedule guidelines of the statement of work, We have incorporated,
as much as possible, subsystems that are "standard" or already have
been proven in similar system applications, This will exped^^te design
maturity and keep system development costs low.
With the similarity of subsystems and the varied degrees ^bf performance
maturity, Hat2eywe1l has laid out a program that maximizes the effec-
tive combination of manufacturing development, qualification, and
acceptance efforts, This combining and coordination of efforts is
reflected in the overall program schedule which includes as parallel
effort, the development of residential, multifamily and commercial
systems.
The Development Plan (DR 500 Item ►. 1) summarizes the approach, detailed
plans for developing the subsystems and a plan for system installation
and evaluation.
DETAILED DESIGN PROCIDiJRE
Following the selection of specific sites, the subsystem designs will be
completed for each system, These detailed designs begin with a systematic
study of the ,interim Performance Criteria and codes and standards for
application to the particular subsystem being designed, Next, the particular
design tasks which assure compliance with the criteria are completed.
Consideration during design is given to modularity, retrofit versus new
construction, utilization of off-the-shelf components and designing for a
R	 ..	 ... _..._ ...-.	 ..
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wide vat•iety of suhsystc^an sizea r upon carnpletiotz of the ^:ubsystotn
designs attd tBc^ sttbsystcxtz ititc;gratiati tasks, lice Beating systems will
l^e^ conzpletc^ tc^ the extent that thc, drawings and specifications will 1'aarnz.
a completed cictsi^;tt package.
INTZ^i,l1V[ I'1Ilh'(J1^^1I^NCT^^ C:Ii,I'1'I+;^iTA AlV'^ STANT)^I^T^S
'I'Bo Inter%zn 1'c?rfc^rnzanc.e ^`;ri.teria for solar heating and combtnc;d heating
coc^lint;' were dovelopecl to px^avidc a baseline design criteria for the
largo numlaex• cif sc^lax•
 applic;atians being developed at the present dine.
These criteria will lie used to;
• Assure mini.m^tni levels of health and safety consistent
^critli sitnilax•
 standards far conventional systems.
• ^E^^nsure consistent perforz^iance over Cinze,
• Verify k.hat design perfox• tnance levels will lae ntet,
• Ascertain that. systems will be dttx•ablc, reliable, maintainable
and conform to good engineering practice,
The II'C wi11 not be used to take the place of existing standaz^ds of goad
engineering practice ox•
 to supplant local or national, codes or test and
txtatex•ial specificatiot^sr The I1'C'' will be used as a frameworl: 1'or
applying there codes and st.anclarcls to solar system design,
Iioneywell has used the framework provided by the IPC to consolidate
the design standards shown in Table. ^ to be used in developing solar systems,
W
Good engineering practice will be guided lay the exL• ensive .^.SI^RA;C Ilanrl-
books. The I3andbool: of :E^'undameni:als will be used for guidance; in zxisl:eri.al
data, psycllrotrzetrics, weather data and methodology of heat load calc:u-
lotions. The Systems Ilandboolc can be utilized for design infarma.tian
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e^l'PI^,I^' 113I^I^1 I)I^aIC'rN STAN7JARl^S ANI^ S^.'MBC)'L,CUGY
Rc'ferenc^'
	 Application
^SIi1^A1^:Iiandl^aalc, I^'undamentals, 1072
r^SFIIZr'11 Ilandbac^k, Systems, 1073
AtiHHAI^, Har^dbaak, Applications, 1074
A:+IIIT:'^i': I^gttipmcnt Guide and Data Book, 1972
National 1'lutnbing Cade, t'15A, A40. $
IIUI) Minimum Property Standards
4000.1 Single Fazxiily
4010.1 Multi l+gamily
4030.1 .^leeeptable Practices
System Performance
(H, HC)
System Performance (pIIW )
Plumbing
Residential System Installation
and Structural
ANSI A5i3. 1 1072 Building Code Requirements	 Commercial
for Minimum Design Loads	 Structural
in Buildings and other
Structures
Uniform Tuilding Code, International Conference
of Building Officials,. 1973
NL3S, Building Science Series 23, 1969
NFPA, National Blectric Code
NFFA	 No. $9 M
NFPA	 No. 90 B	 Fire
NFPA	 No. 211	 Standards
NFPA	 1^To. 54
NFPA	 No. 101
Public I4ealth Service Drinking Water
Standards, TII^W, 1962
Structural
Hail Resistance
1Jlectrieal Installation
Tnstallation
HW Subsystem
I
^_	
.	
^.
.^..^,^
ou duc;ting systc^^us, li}^^dronic^ :^ysten^ principles, water heaters, boat
pu^Yips and s °y^stems testing wi^ile .^,pplic.^ations Ilandboolc c;an provide;
°" A. ^..^
solar :^y5tetn p;uidelities.	 a ^"^ ^
The mandatory codes which will be studied and utilized fall into three
categories, l^'irst the structuz°al codes which dictate structural form
and inte^rit °y, Asi example is the H1.11) Minimum Property Standards
which is applicable to Residential and Multifamily installations and deals
with structural and asthetic values, It is primarily applicable to roof
n1ounted collectors. The Uniform Building Code is more detailed in
mechanical installations and is applicable to both Residential anti
Commercial structures, The second category of codes covers the installa-
Lion. of mechanical systems, Two examples are the National Electric
Code and the National Plumbing Code, The NFPA National Electric Code
has gained national acceptance at this time, In 1975, it became an ANSI
standard, ANSI L1 - 1975 and it will be used in all installation designs,
The National Plumbing Code, on the other hand, has not gained universal
acceptance, The closest thing to a national code is the American Standards
Association ASA ADO, 8 Code sponsored b °y ASiVIE, Accordingly, ASA A40, 8
will. be
 used as a guide but local codes peculiar to the site selected will
also be checked for compliance,
A third category of codes are the health and safety codes, The National
Fire Protection Association has a number- of codes influencing the design
of hot water heaters, auxiliary heating, high L• emperature solar equipment,
electric motors and controls. In addition, the integrity of potable water
	 '
will. be protected. The guidelines for potable water standards will be taken
from HEW Department of Public IIealth,
^-(i6
As opposed to mandatory controls, there will be the Hoed to draw on
standards that affect material selection for the purposes of efficient
selection. Tt is expected Ghat extensive use will be made of material
specifications developed by the American Society of Testing of Materials,
These same sources will be used whenever appropriate to design tests
of materials and components for the salse of standardization. Whore
appropriate standard tests dd not exist, test procedures will be developed,
DIaSIGN PROCEDL7RES -COLLECTOR SiJDSYSTEM
Tlie collector subsystem is an example of the design procedures to be
used on suUsystem design and/or development. This product is presently
being manufactured by Lennox Industries and is considered developed to
the prototype level. I3owever, collector qualification was not complete.
A study of applicable IPC was made of those tasks already accomplished
to determine what parameters of the solar collector had been sufficiently
investigated already. In the case of the collector, the development
activity fell into two main areas; function and mechanical configuration.
During callector development, much effort was e:^pended to design a highly
efficient collector, Selective coatings and glass transmittance were in-
vestigated thoroughly, Therefore, it was determined that the efficiency
of collection was a fixed design characteristic at the beginning of qualifi-
cation and that efficiency of a newly produced collector was not a relevant
qualification criteria, At the same time, however, it was apparent that
the affect on efficiency of environmental exposure over time had not been
sufficiently investigated so efficiency degradation was determined to be
a qualification criteria.
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The zzt^^c^kzar^ii^^a1 ^:^^nfi^;uration of t}ze eollector was in^estigatetl during
develupnient vic,lding a design that permitted easy integration with the:
structurcz and a loin; service life. nn element of the mechanical eonfig-
ux^ation wliic;kz was not veril'iecl during developr^xent was exposure to
nxechanic^al loads inherent in a structural application,
The result of reviewitzg the work done during development was a cletertnina-
tion that the following tests needed to be conducted to complete qualifications
of the r.ollecto2T;
Degradation due to:
Solar Exposure
Pollutants
Thermal Exposure
putgassing
Mechanical loads due to;
Interna'1 Pressure
Hoof Loads
Hail
After determination of the parameters to be tested, an investigation was
made to find or develop suitable test techniques. Wherever feasible,
the approach was to make use o.f existing standard test techniques. Toward.
this end, the Interim Performance Criteria was used as a baseline to
standardize the tests. Peferenced test standards were used whenever
practical. This approach resulted in a series of: tests set out in the
following paragraphs .
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Pfficienc:v tests which will. estalalisl^ a baseline for determining the
extent of any degradation due to etYVirannlea^tal oxposure were designed
around ^, solar simulator, This was done ^o permit control and consistency
of solar flux which is tl^e most important variable in the test, Ttiere is not
	
y
a standard acceptable test for testing with a solar simulator, Tlxe stan-
dard test sponp ored by the National, Bureau of Standards is based on
tYatural sunlight for flux, Because of this, anew procedure was developed
using the methodology of tl^e NBS, ^^tii^ ,
 si:bstituting the solar simulator
for a flux source,
The effects of internal pressure is accomplished by a simple hydrostatic
test of the collector pressurized to 1 ^0 percent of its rated pressure.
The effect of normal roof loads will be done by determining a uniform load
criteria based on standards contained in the HUD Minimum Property Stan-
dards, This criteria will be demonstrated by uniformly placing sandbags
on the normally supported collector,
The effect of hail on roofing materials is determined by an NBS specification
involving propelling a spherical ice ball into the material using a compressed
air gun, This procedure will be used without deviation, Collector glass
will be considered a roofing material,
The effect of solar flux over an extended time period will be tested in
accordance with one of the options in the IPC , Namely, a six month
exposure in an area near Phoenix, Arizona where the mean daily solar
flux exceeds 500 Langleys, The efficiency of the collector will be measured
before anal after this exposure to determine if any degradation has occurred,
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'1'lte e!'1'rt^t of airhornca poll^xta^its will be detert^^i^ied by exposing c?ot^hc^n
spcc^inlens oC c',ollt'c^tc^r parts to c^zona, salt, sulfurous acrid, hydro>-
c^lc^ric u^^i<i, and iiitri^^ acid, The exposure will be in arcox •danr.^P with
11'C" skanrlat^ds and any degradation will b^.^ deteY^naine^l by using A^'1"IV[
materials c;xamitiatic^n kec^liciiclues,
`.f'hE. el'ft,c;t of thc^ thermal environment will similarly be donc.^ usin^,Y ecnap^^n
5pc^c^inic,tts exposed to temperature extremes in environmental chambers,
l^;xati^ir^ation of tl^e coupons will lacy iri accordance with ASTiV7 procedt^r^es,
C^utgassing of collector insulatian « g ill cause a degradation of transmittance
of the c:al.lector glass, `I'l^is will be tested by measuring transmittance
by ^^Ti^Z ti^othods both befo^^e and after exposul ^ to solar flux,
upon. c:omplekion of these qualification tests, the collector should meet all
applicable IPC' and standards, 17etails of the application IPC and the
qualification tests procedures are contained in tl°^e "Verification Plan (I^Ii 500
Item 2) and the qualification Tests for Collector Subsystem (I)13 500 Itet7i 13),
In addition, it was recognized that the collectors are modular, suikable t'or
retrofit or new construction and can be combined to provide any subsystem
size, It was also recognized that a study of possible flow configurations
for various collector arrays should lie studied. Of concern is the possibili.C^^
of non-uniform flow in the collector arrays which can lead Lo serious degra-
dation of performance, A simulation program was developed from which
guidelines will be established for the number and methods of collector
arrangements on the supply and return headers in an array, The results
of this study will be presented at the Preliminary pesign P eview.
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